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see __which of _us was better.�_&#39; _.{92s_it happened, it was a tie
game, and though there is symbolismienouglfin that ideals
ending, the significance of the incident, and of plenty of
others like it, is that the boys, colored and white, had no
prejudice "against each other.

Intelligent white people seldom suffer from race prejudice
so severely as ignorant ones, and there are many who would
if they dared, acknowledge that they have none whatever.
But too few dare. For wherever the disease of race prejudice

our nationls democracy. At least, our government can and
should see to it that all Americans shall have equal economic
opportunity and that colored people in this democracy shall
not suffer insult because of their color. It can and should
insist that colored citizens shall share responsibility with
white citizens for the welfare of the nation, and thus remove
the chief reason for the half-tolerant, wholly patronizing
contempt of the white for the colored and thereby build in
the colored citizen belief in himself. Democratic government
must keep apace of science and realize that there is no basis
beyond prejudice for the belief that one race is intrinsically
superior to another Continued injustice may make any one
inferior, temporarily regardless of his color

Con uer Race Prejudiceq

I read with complete approval of every plan to better the
conditions under which colored people must live and work
But until race prejudice is conquered and its effects removed,
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is found it is bitter and incurable and dies only with death
But if nothing can remove race pI&#39;6]UdlC¬ from those in

whom it is ingrained, they should not be allowed to violate
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